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What Money Can't Buy 2012-04-24

should we pay children to read books or to get good grades should we allow corporations to pay for
the right to pollute the atmosphere is it ethical to pay people to test risky new drugs or to donate their
organs what about hiring mercenaries to fight our wars auctioning admission to elite universities selling
citizenship to immigrants willing to pay in what money can t buy michael j sandel takes on one of the
biggest ethical questions of our time is there something wrong with a world in which everything is for
sale if so how can we prevent market values from reaching into spheres of life where they don t belong
what are the moral limits of markets in recent decades market values have crowded out nonmarket norms
in almost every aspect of life medicine education government law art sports even family life and personal
relations without quite realizing it sandel argues we have drifted from having a market economy to being
a market society is this where we want to be in his new york times bestseller justice sandel showed himself
to be a master at illuminating with clarity and verve the hard moral questions we confront in our
everyday lives now in what money can t buy he provokes an essential discussion that we in our market
driven age need to have what is the proper role of markets in a democratic society and how can we
protect the moral and civic goods that markets don t honor and that money can t buy

The Moral Limits of Modernity 1991
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n this volume feinberg focuses on the meanings of interest the relationship between interests and wants
and the distinction between want regarding and ideal regarding analyses on interest and hard cases for
the applications of the concept of harm examples of the hard cases are harm to character vicarious harm
and prenatal and posthumous harm feinberg also discusses the relationship between harm and rights the
concept of a victim and the distinctions of various quantitative dimensions of harm consent and offense
including the magnitude probability risk and importance of harm

The Moral Limits of Modernity 1991-04-23

these four volumes address the question of the kinds of conduct may the state make criminal without
infringing on the moral autonomy of individual citizens

The Moral Limits of the Criminal Law: Harmless wrongdoing 1988

ruth higgins here analyses the related debates concerning the moral obligation to obey the law
conscientious citizenship and state legitimacy and argues that traditional accounts of political
obligation that assume a bounded conception of the polity are no longer tenable

The Moral Limits of the Criminal Law: Harm to others 1984

the moral limits of criminal law is a four volume work that answers the question what kinds of conduct
may a legislature make criminal without infringing the moral autonomy of individual citizens volume three
harm to self tackles the riddles associated with the commonly proposed principle called legal
paternalism it evaluates and rejects the principle that it can be right to impose coercion on a person for
his own good whatever his own wishes in the matter chapters in this section discuss the concept of
personal autonomy or sovereignty voluntariness and assumption of risk as well as failures of consent
because of duress fraud and other factors incompatible with voluntary behaviour

The moral limits of the criminal law 1984

this first volume in the four volume series the moral limits of the criminal law focuses on the harm
principle the commonsense view that prevention of harm to persons other than the perpetrator is a
legitimate purpose of criminal legislation feinberg presents a detailed analysis of the concept and
definition of harm and applies it to a host of practical and theoretical issues showing how the harm
principle must be interpreted if it is to be a plausible guide to the lawmaker



The Moral Limits of Law 2004

basing itself on the premise that there are limits to the sacrifices that morality can demand on individuals
and also that certain types of acts are simply forbidden this book argues that attempts to defend these
sorts of moral limits are inadequate

The Moral Limits of the Criminal Law: Volume 3: Harm to Self
1989-08-17

in why some things should not be for sale philosopher debra satz takes a penetrating look at those
commodity exchanges that strike most of us as problematic

Harm to Others 1984-07-05

this volume tackles the riddles associated with the commonly proposed principle called legal paternalism
it evaluates and rejects the principle that it can be right to impose coercion on a person for his own good
whatever his own wishes in the matter

The Limits of Morality 1989

this first volume in the four volume series the moral limits of the criminal law focuses on the harm
principle the commonsense view that prevention of harm to persons other than the perpetrator is a
legitimate purpose of criminal legislation feinberg presents a detailed analysis of the concept and
definition of harm and applies it to a host of practical and theoretical issues showing how the harm
principle must be interpreted if it is to be a plausible guide to the lawmaker

Why Some Things Should Not Be for Sale 2012-04-19
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The Moral Limits of the Criminal Law: Volume 3: Harm to Self
1989-08-17

based on the latest debate on jean paul sartre s works on ethics and politics this book examines the
relevancy and importance sartre holds for contemporary concerns the reactionary nature of terrorism
the extremity of counter violence and limitations of democratization efforts in our post 9 11 era all
claiming the name of freedom and liberation it presents a different version of the violent sartre which was
presented recently as militant and supportive of terrorism by critics who were concerned with the
terrorist nature of his writings sartre in this project is reconstructed as a philosopher who although
gave importance to the notion of violence in his politics was actually more concerned with containing
violent means within morally excusable limits he is presented as both a realist who understood the
inevitability of dirty hands in political struggles and also an absolutist against terrorism he considered
wars that derailed from their purported ends of freedom as morally condemnable arguing for the need for
moral limitations to all violent struggles and the need for seeing others as ends for themselves this
project outlines an existential response needed to help us reaffirm our moral compass through the
invention of existential humanist ethics

Harm to Others 1984-07-05

this is the fourth and final volume of feinberg s magisterial work the moral limits of the criminal law in it
feinberg examines the philosophical basis for the criminalization of so called victimless crimes such as
pornography and consensual sexual activity the first three volumes of the work harm to others offense
to others and harm to self are also available in paperback
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this is the third volume of joel feinberg s highly regarded the moral limits of the criminal law a four
volume series in which feinberg skillfully addresses a complex question what kinds of conduct may the
state make criminal without infringing on the moral autonomy of individual citizens in harm to self feinberg



offers insightful commentary into various notions attached to self inflicted harm covering such topics
as legal paternalism personal sovereignty and its boundaries voluntariness and assumptions of risk
consent and its counterfeits coercive force incapacity and choice of death

The Moral Limits of the Criminal Law 1984

the second volume in the series the moral limits of the criminal law this book explicates the offense
principle clarifies the concept of the offended mental state examines pornography and the constitution
obscenity and obscene words and social policy

Sartre and the Moral Limits of War and Terrorism 2010-01-31
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Harmless Wrongdoing. The Moral Limits of the Criminal Law 1990

the ethics of governance moral limits of policy decisions offers a toolbox drawn from normative ethics
which finds applications in public governance primarily focusing on policy making and executive action it
includes ethical concepts and principles culled from different philosophical traditions ranging from more
familiar western theories to non western ethical perspectives thereby providing a truly global
decolonized and expanded normative lens on issues of governance the book takes a unique and original
approach it demonstrates the use of the ethical toolbox in the context of actual examples of
governance challenges taking three major case studies each representing an aspect of human human and or
human nature and or human animal relationship the book attempts to show the significance of public
practical reasoning in policy decisions with the aim of arriving at reasonable responses acknowledging the
challenges that policy makers often face the book highlights the fact that policy making is hardly an
exercise yielding a black or white solution rather it involves finding the most reasonable normative
outcome course of action in a given situation especially employing an expanded understanding of values
including well being sustainability interdependence and community this effort that helps bridge the gap
between ethical theorists and policy practitioners exemplifies the necessary role of engaged philosophy in
public governance in the major case studies boxes offer facts and figures along with pertinent ethical
questions that have been raised and discussed aiming to aid the engagement of a diverse audience including
non philosophy readers each chapter also includes boxes containing examples shorter case studies at a
glance charts and tables with comprehensive ethical tools for a quick recap

Harm to Self 1986-07-24

here philosopher debra satz takes a penetrating look at those commodity exchanges that strike most of
us as problematic what considerations she asks ought to guide the debates about such markets source
inconnue

The Moral Limits of the Criminal Law: Offense to others. 1985 (1987
[printing]) 1987

human beings seek to transcend limits this is part of our potential greatness since it is how we can realize
what is best in our humanity however the limit transcending feature of human life is also part of our
potential downfall as it can lead to dehumanization and failure to attain important human goods and to
prevent human evils exploring the place of limits within a well lived human life this work develops and
defends an original account of limiting virtues which are concerned with recognizing proper limits in human
life the limiting virtues that are the focus are humility reverence moderation contentment neighborliness
and loyalty and they are explored in relation to four kinds of limits existential limits moral limits
political limits and economic limits these virtues have been underexplored in discussions about virtue
ethics and when they have been explored it has not been with regard to the general issue of the place of
limits within a well lived human life the account of the limiting virtues provided here however is intended
as a counter to other prominent approaches to ethics namely autonomy centered approaches and
consequentialist or maximizing approaches this account is also used to address a number of important
contemporary issues such as genetic engineering distributive justice cosmopolitanism vs patriotism and the
ethical status of growth based economics

Offense to Others 1984

may you sell your vote may you sell your kidney may gay men pay surrogates to bear them children may



spouses pay each other to watch the kids do the dishes or have sex should we allow the rich to
genetically engineer gifted beautiful children should we allow betting markets on terrorist attacks and
natural disasters most people shudder at the thought to put some goods and services for sale offends
human dignity if everything is commodified then nothing is sacred the market corrodes our character or so
most people say in markets without limits jason brennan and peter jaworski give markets a fair hearing the
market does not introduce wrongness where there was not any previously thus the authors claim the
question of what rightfully may be bought and sold has a simple answer if you may do it for free you
may do it for money contrary to the conservative consensus they claim there are no inherent limits to
what can be bought and sold but only restrictions on how we buy and sell
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this volume responds to the growing interest in finding explanations for why moral claims may lose their
validity based on what they ask of their addressees two main ideas relate to that question the moral
demandingness objection and the principle ought implies can though both of these ideas can be understood
to provide an answer to the same question they have usually been discussed separately in the
philosophical literature the aim of this collection is to provide a focused and comprehensive discussion
of these two ideas and the ways in which they relate to one another and to take a closer look at the
consequences for the limits of moral normativity in general chapters engage with contemporary
discussions surrounding ought implies can as well as current debates on moral demandingness and argue
that applying the moral demandingness objection to the entire range of normative ethical theories also
calls for an analysis of its metaethical presuppositions the contributions to this volume are at the
leading edge of ethical theory and have implications for moral theorists philosophers of action and those
working in metaethics theoretical ethics and applied ethics

The Ethics of Governance 2021-09-07

what is the significance of our gut feelings can they disclose our deep selves or point to a shared human
nature the phenomenon of perpetrator disgust provides a uniquely insightful perspective by which to
consider such questions across time and cultures some individuals exhibit signs of distress while
committing atrocities they experience nausea convulse and vomit do such bodily responses reflect a
moral judgment a deep seated injunction against atrocity what conclusions can we draw about the
relationship of our gut feelings to human nature and moral frameworks drawing on a broad range of
historical examples as well as the latest scholarship from the philosophical and scientific study of
emotions this book explores the relationship of cognition and emotion through the lens of perpetrator
disgust considering a range of interpretations of this phenomenon it becomes evident that gut feelings do
not carry a straightforward and transparent intentionality in themselves nor do they motivate any
core specific response they are templates that can embody a broad range of values and morals using this
core insight the book proposes a contextual understanding of emotions by which an agent s environment
shapes their available hermeneutic equipment concepts categories names that individuals rely on to make
sense of their emotions and navigate the world

Why Some Things Should Not be for Sale 2010

in markets with limits james stacey taylor argues that current debates over the moral limits of markets
have derailed he argues that they focus on a market critical position that almost nobody holds that
certain goods and services can be freely given away but should never be bought or sold and he argues
that they focus on a type of argument for this position that there is reason to believe that nobody
holds that trade in certain goods or services is wrongful solely because of what it would communicate
taylor puts the debates over the moral limits of markets back on track he develops a taxonomy of the
positions that are actually held by critics of markets and clarifies the role played in current moral and
political philosophy by arguments that justify or condemn certain actions owing in part to what they
communicate taylor argues that the debates have derailed because they were conducted in accord with
market rather than academic norms and that this demonstrates that market thinking should not govern
academic research markets with limits concludes with suggestions as to how to encourage academics to
conduct research in accord with academic norms and hence improve its quality key features provides
original suggestions concerning how to improve the exegetical quality of academic research
systematically identifies the primary exegetical errors and the ways in which these errors have adversely
influenced current debates that jason brennan and peter jaworski made in their influential book markets
without limits argues that despite the current widespread view that semiotic objections to markets are
widespread in the literature they are in actuality rare to nonexistent offers an up to date taxonomy of
the current arguments in the various debates over both the ontological and the moral limits of markets
provides an extensive overview of mistaken claims that have been made and propagated in various academic
literatures



The Virtues of Limits 2021-12-15

india s new middle classes have gained increasing prominence in media political and public imaginings since the
liberalization of the economy in the 1990s as a growing number of indians living in an extraordinary
variety of socio economic circumstances are identifying as middle class a concrete definition of this
category remains elusive within the limits explores what being middle class means to those who identify
as such set against the backdrop of the south indian city of hyderabad this work highlights the
importance of moralized language of respectability and cosmopolitanism in the production of class and
gender in india the book charts how diverse understandings of the moral limits of middle class being shape
consumption patterns education strategies attitudes toward caste shifting marriage ideals and youth
cultures of fashion and dating in the city

Markets without Limits 2015-08-20

reflecting upon some problems of the moral life gilbert meilaender considers their difficulties within a
vision that accentuates not only the limits but also the promise of the christian story created by god
as finite beings we make particular attachments redeemed by god for a community transcending nature and
history our love always carries us beyond the special bonds of time and place we live therefore with a
sense of permanent tension if this tension heightens our sense of the perplexities of life it should not free us
from the obligation to probe clarify and where we can resolve some of those difficulties the author
holds that theological ethics must clarify the direction for growth and development within the christian
life he undertakes such analysis emphasizing throughout the limits of the human condition the importance
of our nature as embodied persons and the danger and pretension in some of our attempts to take control
of and master human life this christian vision is developed in chapters that explore a range of moral
problems such as abortion artificial reproduction euthanasia care for defective infants provision of
artificial nutrition and hydration and marital and political community these are throughout however
theological explorations taken together they illumine not only particular problems of the moral life but
a vision of life classically christian in its conception humane in its care for particular bonds of
attachment and modest in its recognition of moral limits on our ability to seek the good meilaender has
developed a broad recognition both among scholars and students of ethics and among interested general
readers he has the capacity to throw fresh angles of vision on complex problems so as to help both the
sophisticated and the uninitiated reader to think more penetratingly about moral questions

The Limits of Moral Obligation 2015-09-16

a tls guardian and new statesman book of the year 2020 the new bestseller from the acclaimed author
of justice and one of the world s most popular philosophers astute insightful and empathetic a crucial
book for this moment tara westover author of educated these are dangerous times for democracy we live
in an age of winners and losers where the odds are stacked in favour of the already fortunate stalled
social mobility and entrenched inequality give the lie to the promise that you can make it if you try and
the consequence is a brew of anger and frustration that has fuelled populist protest with the triumph of
brexit and election of donald trump michael j sandel argues that to overcome the polarized politics of
our time we must rethink the attitudes toward success and failure that have accompanied globalisation
and rising inequality sandel highlights the hubris a meritocracy generates among the winners and the harsh
judgement it imposes on those left behind he offers an alternative way of thinking about success more
attentive to the role of luck in human affairs more conducive to an ethic of humility and more hospitable
to a politics of the common good

Perpetrator Disgust 2022-11-25

this book shows how careful attention to moral reasoning can enrich economic understanding and clarify
the importance and the limits of an economic analysis of policy problems

Without Moral Limits 1989

dealing with a diverse set of problems in practical and theoretical ethics these fourteen essays three of
them previously unpublished reconfirm joel feinberg s leading position in the field of legal philosophy with a
clarity and humor that will be familiar to readers of his other works feinberg writes on topics including
wrongful life suits in the law of torts or whether there is any sense in the remark that a person is so
badly off that he would be better off not existing at all the morality of abortion educational options
free expression civil disobedience and the duty of easy rescue in criminal law he continues with a three part
defense of moral rights in the abstract a discussion of voluntary euthanasia and an inquiry into
arguments of various kinds for not granting legal rights in enforcement of a person s acknowledged moral
rights this collection concludes with two essays dealing with concepts used in appraising the whole of a



person s life absurdity and self fulfillment and their interplay

Markets with Limits 2022-03-02
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Within the Limits 2017-12-21

at what point can we concede that the realities of world politics require that moral principles be
compromised and how do we know when a real ethical limit has been reached this volume gathers leading
constructivist scholars to explore the issue of moral limit and possibility in global political dilemmas
the contributors examine pressing ethical challenges such as sanctions humanitarian intervention torture
the self determination of indigenous peoples immigration and the debate about international criminal
tribunals and amnesties in cases of atrocity their analyses entail theoretical and empirical claims about
the conditions of possibility and limits of moral change in world politics therefore providing insightful
leverage on the ethical question of what ought we to do this is a valuable contribution to the growing
field of normative theory in international relations and will appeal to scholars and advanced students
of international ethics and political theory

The Limits of Love 1987

in this book bernard williams delivers a sustained indictment of moral theory from kant onward his goal is
nothing less than to reorient ethics toward the individual he deals with the most thorny questions in
contemporary philosophy and offers new ideas about issues such as relativism objectivity and the
possibility of ethical knowledge

The Tyranny of Merit 2020-09-10

Economic Analysis, Moral Philosophy, and Public Policy 2017

Catholic Moral Philosophy in Practice & Theory 2016-05-10

Freedom and Fulfillment 1994-12-04

The Limits of Moral Authority 2016
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Moral Limit and Possibility in World Politics 2014-05-14

Ethics and the Limits of Philosophy 1985
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